
CALIPER ASSEMBLY

 Caliper housing consists of piston bore, sealing ring groove, dust boot
 groove, bleed port and inlet port . 
 The caliper housing assembly is a sliding part, which slides on carrier with
 the help of sliding pin during brake application.
 The caliper to be inspected every 30,000 kms for the followings.
 1.  Any defects in the sealing groove.
 2.  Any thread damage in the bleed screw and inlet port.
 If any of the defects noticed replace with genuine TVS-Girling caliper   
 assembly.

 Kit  - Caliper assembly
 Inspection - Every 30,000 kms

 Piston converts the hydraulic pressure to force for brake application.
 The piston smooth finish on outer dia is highly required as it slides on the 
 rubber seal.
 Do not use petrol, diesel, kerosene or any other petroleum products to  
 clean the piston.
 Inspect the piston outer surface for score mark, dent mark or any other  
 defect and replace with genuine TVS-Girling Kit Caliper Major.

 
 Kit  - Kit caliper major
 Inspection  - Every 30,000 kms

 Brake fluid is the hydraulic medium for brake system.
 Brake fluid is highly hygroscopic. 
 Brake fluid to be replaced as per sehedule given below.
 Genuine TVS-Girling brake fluids are recommended for better performance.
 Never use the brake fluid from an open containers.
 Never reuse the fluid collected from bleeding.

 DOT 3 - Replace every 30,000 kms or 
  12 months whichever is earlier
 DOT 4 - Replace every 40,000 kms or 
  18 months whichever is earlier

 Sealing ring is used to seal fluid and hold hydraulic pressure during brake
 application.
 Sealing ring has a special function called roll-back. This retrieve the piston  
 to home position on release of brake.
 Dust boot prevent dust entry.
 The dust boots and sealing ring to be replaced once in 30,000 Kms with
 genuine TVS-Girling Kit caliper minor.
 The dust boots and sealing ring in brake system are made of a special
 rubber material.
 Using of petrol, diesel, kerosene or any other petroleum products will affect  
 the rubber and may lead to brake failure.
 Use only Brake fluid to clean the hydraulic brake system components.
 Apply special grease provided in the kit for the boot.

 Kit  - Kit caliper minor
 Replacement  - Every 30,000 kms

BOOT & SEALING RING CALIPER HOUSING PISTON BRAKE FLUID

SLIDING PIN PAD ANTI RATTLE CLIP CARRIER
 Sliding pins are the guide pins for the housing to slide in the carrier on
  every brake application.
 The smooth sliding movement of this in the carrier  is highly essential for  
 good performance of caliper.
 Sliding pins to be cleaned and lubricated with  Genuine TVS- Girling   
 recommended grease on every 10,000 kms.
 Periodic servicing avoids pin rattling, higher drag, uneven pad wear, low  
 fuel efficiency, etc..
 Modern design calipers have a rubber bush in one of the sliding pin for  
 better noise characteristics.
 Using of non recommended grease will lead to swelling of sliding pin boots  
 and rubber bush and lead to brake drag and jam.
 If any bend or wear found in the sliding pin, replace with genuine 
 TVS- Girling sliding pin kit.

Kit   - Kit sliding pin
Inspection & Lubrication  - Every 10,000 kms

 During brake application friction material generates the required friction
 between the rotating disc and caliper pad, in turn the vehicle slows down
 or brings to complete stop.
 Kinetic energy is converted into heat energy through the pad and the disc  
 on every brake application.
 Friction material is essential for braking.
 Hence use of genuine APACHE pads (From TVS- Girling) is essential for  
 best performance of brakes at all conditions.
 The pad wear to be inspected on every 5000 kms.
 Pad to be replaced before the friction material thickness wears below 1.5 mm.
 Replace pads as an axle set.

  

Kit   - Kit pad assembly
Wear Inspection  - Every 5000 kms

 Anti rattle clip prevents the pad rattling noise and provides smoother pad
 sliding.
 Re using of anti rattle clip will lead to 
 1. Pad rattling noise.
 2. Pad faster wear.
 3. Increase in drag.
 Whenever pads are replaced, replace with genuine TVS- Girling antirattle
 clip.

Kit   - Antirattle clip
Replacement  - Every pad replacement

 Carrier assembly holds all the parts of the caliper and bolted on to vehicle  
 knuckle.
 Carrier Withstands the entire braking torque.
 Sliding pin slides in the bore of carrier.
 This bore to be inspected during every sliding pin greasing.
 Clean the pad sliding slot during pad/antirattle clip replacement.
 The carrier to be inspected for any of the defect and replace with genuine  
 TVS - Girling Kit carrier assembly.

Kit   - Kit Carrier assembly
Inspection - Every 30,000 kms

Sliding pin with Rubber bushSliding pin

Special Tool
Boot expander tool

Use boot expander special
tool to expand the boot 
and assemble on to the
piston, without any boot
damage and easy assembly.

Special Tool
Piston Retraction tool

Use piston retraction tool
to retract piston to home
position and to avoid boot
damage.

Sliding Pin Grease

Special Tool
Brake fluid tester

Used to measure the brake 
fluid boiling point.
If brake fluid boiling point
is below 160°C replace with
fresh brake fluid.
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